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1. INTRODUCTION   

Video coding technologies are progressively be-

coming more efficient and complex. With con-

tinuous development of display resolution and type

along with enormous demand for high quality video

contents, video coding also plays a key role in dis-

play and content industries. The Versatile Video

Coding (VVC) [1] has been standardized by the

Joint Video Exploration Team (JVET) of ITU-T

Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and ISO/IEC

Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) after stan-

dardizing H.264/AVC [2] and H.265/HEVC [3]

successfully. Obviously, HEVC is a reliable video

compression standard. Nevertheless, more efficient

video coding scheme is required for higher-reso-

lution and the newest media services. To explore

the future video coding technologies beyond HEVC,

numerous efficient methods have been adopted by

JVET and put into the reference software model

called Joint Exploration Model (JEM) [4],[5]. Since

then, JVET decided to start to standardize the next

generation video coding standard in 2017 [6]. Since

April 2018, the next generation video coding stand-

ard named as VVC and its software model called

VVC Test Model (VTM) [7] have emerged, which

was released up to version 4.0. The JEM and VTM

were developed based on the HEVC Test Model

(HM) [8]. Consequently, the basic framework of

encoding and decoding is the same with the HEVC,

however, the internal coding tools of modules of

block structure, intra and inter prediction and

transform, loop filter and entropy coding are added

and modified.
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Inter prediction, which aims to obtain the similar

block in the reference frames in order to reduce

the temporal redundancy, is an essential part in the

video coding. Main tools for inter prediction are

motion estimation (ME) and motion compensation

(MC). In ME and MC, finding precise correlation

between consecutive frames is important to make

better coding performance. Block matching based

ME and MC have been implemented in the refer-

ence software model of previous video compression

standards such as H.264/AVC [31] and H.265/

HEVC. The fundamental technique of the conven-

tional block based MC is using translational motion

model with integer-pel accuracy. In the early re-

searches, a translational motion model-based MC

cannot address complex motions in natural videos

such as rotation and zooming. Furthermore, frac-

tional pixel accuracy motion vectors usually give

better motion compensated prediction than the in-

teger pixel motion vectors. During the development

of the video coding standards, many efforts have

been made to find accurate motion. In this paper,

we introduce new coding tools for motion estima-

tion and compensation to achieve a good balance

between coding efficiency and coding complexity

in VVC.

This paper is organized as follows. In section

2, an overview of inter prediction coding structure

in HEVC is presented. Section 3 introduces the ad-

vanced motion estimation and compensation algo-

rithms for VVC. The experimental results are

shown in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes

this paper.

2. INTER PREDICTION IN HEVC

2.1 Inter Prediction in HEVC Video Encoder

In the HEVC standard [9],[10],[11],[12],[30], vid-

eo coding layer is designed to achieve multiple

goals. Fig. 1 illustrates the block diagram of a hy-

brid video encoder. In this process, each picture is

split into block-based unit, coding tree units

(CTUs), which is the basic processing unit of the

HEVC video standard. CTU can be optionally div-

ided into smaller sized blocks. The division can be

recursively continued until the maximum depth is

reached. The leaf nodes of the quadtree are called

coding units (CUs). The encoding process for inter

prediction consists of motion estimation (ME) and

motion compensation (MC). ME is achieved by

finding matching block between a block in the cur-

rent frame and a similar block in the reference

Fig. 1. Illustration of HEVC Video Encoder [9].
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frame and generating a residual block through the

subtracting two blocks. MC is conducted by gen-

erating a reconstructed block using previous block,

residual block and motion vector (MV).

2.2 Motion Estimation in HEVC

ME is the procedure of finding optimal matched

block in a search window of the reference frame

for each coding block in the current frame. Fig. 2

illustrates the ME process. Every current coding

block, ME algorithm uses Lagrangian cost function

to find best reference block. The function illus-

trated in (1),

   ·, (1)

where SAD is the matching function and  is the

Lagrangian multiplier. PMV is the predicted mo-

tion vector obtained from motion vector prediction

process which used to calculate the motion vector

difference (MVD). R denotes rate required to en-

code this MVD.

The full search algorithm for motion estimation

has a major problem of significant computational

load. As a solution, many researchers proposed the

fast motion estimation algorithms. In [13],[14],[15],

[16], some of the search pattern based fast ME al-

gorithms are proposed in H.264 and HEVC, e.g.

Three Step Search (TSS), Four Step Search (FSS)

and Diamond Search (DS). In addition, some fast

inter mode decision schemes have been examined

in [17],[18],[19],[20]. This fast mode decision works

have focused on block partitioning and early termi-

nation mechanisms to speed up inter mode decision

process.

To reduce the computational complexity in inter

prediction, sufficient works have been proposed

and hardware approach is also possible. The re-

search for method to improve encoding efficiency

is another important side. In this paper, we analyze

some coding methods for ME and MC in inter pre-

diction in the VVC standard based on JVET stand-

ard documents.

3. MOTION ESTIMATION AND COMPENSATION 

FOR VVC

In the VVC standard, techniques that are more

complex and more complicated than conventional

block-based algorithms have been emerged to im-

prove accuracy. In this paper, we introduce and an-

alyze motion compensation techniques applied in

JEM reference. The representative algorithms to

introduce are Affine Motion Compensation (AMC),

Local Illumination Compensation (LIC) and Over-

lapped Block Motion Compensation (OBMC).

3.1 Affine Motion Compensation (AMC)

In HEVC, only translational motion model is ap-

plied for MC. In the real world, however, there are

many kinds of motion, e.g. scale, rotation and ir-

regular motions. To overcome the limitation of

translational motion model and maintain low com-

putational complexity, in the JEM, a simplified af-

fine motion compensation prediction [21],[22] is

applied. The combination equation of scale, rotation

and translation for each pixel can be described as

′′  cos sin
sin cos  , (2)

where  is the zooming factor, and  is the rotation

angle. For this motion model, four parameters will

be needed.

Instead of these four parameters, it can be repre-

sented two MVs because using MVs is more con-

sistent with video coding framework. Two MVsFig. 2. Illustration of ME Process [16].
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are called two control point motion vectors. As

shown in Fig. 3, the top left and top right location

of the current block are selected as two control

point motion vectors. The motion vector field

(MVF) of a block is described by the following

equation:









 

 


 


 

 


 


(3)

where    is motion vector of the top left cor-

ner control point, and    is motion vector

of top right corner control point. In order to further

simplify, sub-block based affine motion compen-

sation is applied instead of the pixel based motion

compensation. The motion vector of the center po-

sition of each sub-block, as shown in Fig. 4, is cal-

culated according to equation (3).

In JEM, two affine motion compensation modes

are used: AF_INTER mode and AF_MERGE mode.

When the current CU is applied in AF_INTER

mode, a candidate list consist of the neighbor

blocks’ MV pairs is constructed. An RD cost check

process is used to decide which MV pair candidate

is selected as the control point motion vector pre-

diction (CPMVP) of the current CU. After affine

motion estimation is conducted and the control

point motion vector (CPMV) is found, the differ-

ence of the CPMV and the CPMVP is signaled in

the bitstream. If AF_MERGE mode is used for the

current CU, the valid neighbor reconstructed

blocks which coded with affine mode are obtained.

The selection order of the candidate block is from

left, above, above right, left bottom to above left.

According to candidate block’s CPMV, current

block’s CPMV can be calculated. After the CPMV

of the current CU are derived, through the affine

motion model equation (3), the MVF of the current

CU is generated.

3.2 Local Illumination Compensation (LIC)

LIC [23] is based on a linear model for illumina-

tion changes. When LIC are applied for the current

CU, a least square error method is employed to de-

rive the scaling and offset parameter by using the

neighboring samples of current CU and their cor-

responding reference block. As illustrated in Fig.

5, 2:1 subsampled samples in current and reference

picture are used. When LIC is enabled for a picture,

additional RD cost check process is needed to de-

termine whether LIC is applied or not for a CU.

3.3 Overlapped Block Motion Compensation 

(OBMC)

OBMC [24] for JEM can be switched on and off

at the CU level. When OBMC is used in current

Fig. 3. Control Points of the Affine Motion Model [4].

Fig. 4. Affine MVF per Sub-Block [4].
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CU, OBMC is performed for all block boundaries

except the right and bottom boundaries if a CU is

coded with sub-CU mode. OBMC is performed at

sub-CU level where sub-block size is set equal to

4X4.

As shown in Fig. 6, MVs of four neighboring

sub-blocks of the current sub-block are also used

to derive prediction block. Prediction block based

on MVs of a neighboring sub-block is denoted as

 , where N indicates an index for the neighbor-

ing above, below, left and right sub-blocks. Pre-

diction block based on MVs of the current sub-

block is denoted as  . The weighting factors {1/4,

1/8, 1/16, 1/32} are used for  and weighting fac-

tors {3/4, 7/8} are used for  .

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To analyze the performance of three motion

compensation tools in JEM, we referenced the

JVET-B0022 [25] document. The performance tests

for each tool were based on the JEM 1.0 [26] refer-

ence software model. The test conditions were de-

scribed in the JVET common test conditions (CTC)

[27]. Experiments are conducted under random ac-

cess (RA), low delay B (LDB) and low delay P

(LDP) configurations and four base layer quantiza-

tion parameters (QP) values of 22, 27, 32 and 37.

The experimental results were evaluated by the

Bjontegaard-Delta Rate (BD-Rate) measurement

[28] and encoding and decoding time ratio. The

analysis results of each tool consist of tool-on and

tool-off tests. In each tool-on test, only one tool

was enabled and one tool was disabled in the

tool-off test. The tool-on test was measured com-

pared with HM 16.6 [29]. Through two different

tests with different characteristics, we evaluated

the impact of each tool on JEM.

4.1 Performance of AMC

Table 1 shows the tool-on performance of AMC

algorithm. From that results, compared with the

HM 16.6 baseline, we can see that AMC tool can

bring about 0.9%, 1.6% and 1.9% BD-Rate gain

averagely on Y component in RA, LDB and LDP

cases respectively. The field of codec stand-

ardization is strict for decoder complexity and rela-

tively generous for encoder complexity. Accord-

ingly, AMC is efficient in terms of time complexity.

The tool-off performance of AMC algorithm is

shown in Table 2. In LDB and LDP configurations,

BD-Rate increased by 1.4% and 1.3% respectively.

From that results, it can be seen that the AMC has

a great influence on the overall coding gain of JEM.

There are only a few encoding and decoding time

changes in average, indicating that the computa-

tional complexity is negligible.

4.2 Performance of LIC

Table 3 and Table 4 indicate the tool-on and

tool-off test results of LIC algorithm respectively.

The LIC tool does not show noticeable results

Fig. 5. Neighboring Samples for LIC [4].

Fig. 6. Sub-Blocks for OBMC [4].
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compared to other inter prediction algorithms. The

screen content sequences in class F, which contain

graphics, text or animation rather than camera-

captured video scenes. Screen content has different

characteristics compared with natural video cap-

tured by cameras. Unlike camera-captured content,

a screen content may has large uniformly flat

areas, repeated patterns, and numerically identical

blocks rather than objects with complex textures

or motions. In such a case, a scene composed of

Table 1. The performance of AMC in tool-on test

Random Access Low-delay B Low-delay P

Y U V Y U V Y U V

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E

-0.4%
-1.4%
-0.7%
-1.1%

-0.1%
-1.2%
-0.7%
-1.2%

-0.3%
-1.2%
-1.0%
-1.4%

-1.5%
-1.0%
-2.1%
-1.8%

-1.5%
-0.8%
-2.1%
-1.0%

-1.8%
-0.9%
-1.9%
-1.8%

-1.7%
-1.3%
-2.5%
-2.1%

-1.1%
-0.7%
-2.3%
-0.3%

-1.0%
-1.0%
-1.8%
-0.8%

Overall -0.9% -0.8% -1.0% -1.6% -1.4% -1.6% -1.9% -1.1% -1.2%

Class F -1.4% -1.5% -1.4% -1.7% -1.9% -1.6% -1.9% -1.1% -1.2%

Enc [%] 118% 118% 110%

Dec [%] 102% 99% 103%

Table 2. The performance of AMC in tool-off test

Random Access Low-delay B Low-delay P

Y U V Y U V Y U V

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E

0.1%
0.7%
0.3%
0.6%

0.2%
0.7%
0.2%
0.6%

0.0%
0.6%
0.2%
0.6%

1.1%
0.9%
2.0%
1.7%

1.3%
0.9%
2.8%
1.3%

1.2%
1.2%
2.5%
0.6%

1.3%
0.8%
1.7%
1.8%

1.4%
0.7%
2.3%
1.2%

1.5%
0.6%
2.5%
1.4%

Overall 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 1.4% 1.6% 1.4% 1.3% 1.4% 1.5%

Class F 0.8% 0.6% 0.5% 1.1% 1.2% 0.9% 1.3% 1.4% 1.5%

Enc [%] 93% 92% 93%

Dec [%] 96% 96% 92%

Table 3. The performance of LIC in tool-on test

Random Access Low-delay B Low-delay P

Y U V Y U V Y U V

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E

-0.2%
-0.5%
-0.5%
-0.1%

1.0%
-0.2%
-0.4%
-0.1%

1.5%
-0.2%
-0.6%
-0.2%

-0.6%
-0.6%
-0.2%
0.0%

-0.4%
-0.5%
-0.5%
0.6%

-0.4%
-0.4%
-0.2%
0.1%

-1.3%
-1.1%
-0.4%
-0.1%

-0.6%
-0.5%
-0.7%
0.0%

-0.3%
-0.5%
-0.4%
-0.1%

Overall -0.3% 0.1% 0.1% -0.4% -0.3% -0.3% -0.8% -0.5% -0.3%

Class F -1.5% -1.1% -1.0% -3.8% -2.2% -2.4% -0.8% -0.5% -0.3%

Enc [%] 112% 116% 109%

Dec [%] 100% 96% 99%
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some static pictures change occurs not smoothly.

Therefore, it is more effective to compensate the

motion than to find the motion accurately, in terms

of brightness change. For that reason, the results

for the F class sequence show better performance.

Especially in LDB, which is the encoding config-

uration utilizing the reference frames most dynam-

ically, it achieves 3.8% BD-Rate saving for the Y

component.

4.3 Performance of OBMC

Table 5 and Table 6 indicate the tool-on and

Table 4. The performance of LIC in tool-off test

Random Access Low-delay B Low-delay P

Y U V Y U V Y U V

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E

0.3%
0.6%
0.6%
0.2%

-0.8%
0.2%
0.5%
0.2%

-1.9%
0.2%
0.4%
0.3%

0.8%
0.9%
0.4%
0.1%

0.3%
0.7%
0.5%
0.2%

0.2%
1.2%
0.7%
-0.5%

0.8%
1.1%
0.5%
0.3%

0.2%
0.5%
0.9%
0.5%

0.7%
0.4%
0.9%
0.6%

Overall 0.4% 0.0% -0.2% 0.6% 0.4% 0.5% 0.7% 0.5% 0.7%

Class F 1.6% 0.9% 0.9% 3.7% 3.4% 3.2% 0.7% 0.5% 0.7%

Enc [%] 91% 85% 89%

Dec [%] 96% 92% 90%

Table 5. The performance of OBMC in tool-on test

Random Access Low-delay B Low-delay P

Y U V Y U V Y U V

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E

-1.6%
-1.6%
-2.3%
-2.2%

-3.0%
-2.5%
-3.3%
-3.1%

-2.7%
-2.4%
-3.7%
-3.0%

-1.8%
-2.7%
-2.9%
-1.8%

-2.6%
-3.3%
-3.2%
-2.5%

-2.2%
-3.6%
-2.7%
-2.4%

-4.7%
-4.8%
-5.8%
-5.4%

-5.3%
-4.6%
-5.6%
-5.1%

-4.9%
-5.3%
-4.5%
-5.1%

Overall -1.9% -3.0% -2.9% -2.3% -2.9% -2.7% -5.2% -5.2% -4.9%

Class F -0.5% -1.2% -1.3% -0.5% -1.4% -1.5% -5.2% -5.2% -4.9%

Enc [%] 110% 105% 103%

Dec [%] 123% 119% 119%

Table 6. The performance of OBMC in tool-off test

Random Access Low-delay B Low-delay P

Y U V Y U V Y U V

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E

1.2%
1.4%
2.3%
2.2%

3.5%
2.6%
3.0%
2.5%

3.3%
2.4%
3.2%
2.5%

1.9%
2.8%
3.1%
3.2%

3.0%
3.6%
3.3%
2.9%

3.1%
3.9%
3.2%
2.3%

3.0%
3.9%
5.0%
4.1%

4.2%
4.4%
4.5%
4.3%

4.3%
3.9%
4.4%
4.4%

Overall 1.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.2% 2.8% 2.8% 3.3% 3.8% 3.7%

Class F 0.4% 1.0% 0.9% 0.2% 1.0% 1.1% 0.8% 1.9% 1.7%

Enc [%] 85% 89% 95%

Dec [%] 63% 70% 81%
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tool-off test results of OBMC algorithm respec-

tively. The OBMC can improve the coding gain of

JEM remarkably but decoder complexity is also

high. The OBMC brings 1.9%, 2.3% and 5.2% aver-

age BD-Rate savings on Y component in RA, LDB

and LDP configurations respectively. Especially in

LDP, shows extremely high gain. The advantage

of the OBMC algorithm is that it can obtain the

final compensated MV over two or more prediction

MVs by using boundary sub-blocks as additional

prediction blocks. Compared to the RA and LDB,

which allow bi-directional coding schemes so have

two or more prediction blocks, LDP has one predi-

cation block. That is why the coding effect is

maximized. However, as shown in Table 6, when

the OBMC tool is disabled, the decoding time re-

sults decrease by 37%, 30% and 19% in RA, LDB

and LDP configurations respectively. Therefore, it

is not efficient in terms of time complexity.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, several important coding features

for motion estimation and motion compensation in

the VVC standard have been introduced and ana-

lyzed. To resolve numerous problems of the tradi-

tional block-based inter prediction procedure in the

HEVC, many approaches have been proposed.

With the development of many kinds of video, the

research for method to improve encoding efficiency

is still important side. In JEM, techniques that are

more complex and more complicated been emerged

to improve accuracy.

The affine motion compensation (AMC), local il-

lumination compensation (LIC) and overlapped

block motion compensation (OBMC) were intro-

duced as the representative algorithms for inter-

prediction in this paper. As can be seen from the

experimental results, AMC brings high coding gain

and is effective in terms of encoding and decoding

time complexity. In results of LIC, screen content

which has large uniformly flat areas, repeated pat-

terns, and numerically identical blocks rather than

objects with complex textures or motions shows

better result rather than the normal natural video.

In this case, it is more efficient to compensate in

terms of brightness change than to find motion

exactly. The results of OBMC show extremely

high gain in LDP configuration. Compared to the

RA and LDB, which allow bi-directional coding

schemes, LDP has only one predication block for

each CUs. The advantage of the OBMC algorithm

is that it can obtain the final compensated MV over

two or more prediction MVs. Therefore, in LDP,

the coding effect is maximized. Improved coding

tools introduced in this paper for ME and MC in

the VVC can achieve much better good balance be-

tween coding efficiency and coding complexity

compared with the previous HEVC standard.
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